The advancement of multidimensional QSAR for novel drug discovery - where are we headed?
The Multidimensional quantitative structure-activity relationship (multidimensional-QSAR) method is one of the most popular computational methods employed to predict interesting biochemical properties of existing or hypothetical molecules. With continuous progress, the QSAR method has made remarkable success in various fields, such as medicinal chemistry, material science and predictive toxicology. Areas covered: In this review, the authors cover the basic elements of multidimensional -QSAR including model construction, validation and application. It includes and emphasizes the very recent developments of multidimensional -QSAR such as: HQSAR, G-QSAR, MIA-QSAR, multi-target QSAR. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are also discussed and typical examples of their application are detailed. Expert opinion: Although there are defects in multidimensional-QSAR modeling, it is still of enormous help to chemists, biologists and other researchers in various fields. In the authors' opinion, the latest more precise and feasible QSAR models should be further developed by integrating new descriptors, algorithms and other relevant computational techniques. Apart from being applied in traditional fields (e.g. lead optimization and predictive risk assessment), QSAR should be used more widely as a routine method in other emerging research fields including the modeling of nanoparticles(NPs), mixture toxicity and peptides.